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Abstract— A key feature of optical networks based on
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology is the
ability to optimize the configuration of optical resources, i.e.
wavelengths, with respect to a particular traffic demand. In
the broadcast architecture, this involves the assignment of
wavelengths to logical links, while in the switched architecture
it additionally involves the routing of bandwidth-guaranteed
circuits known as lightpaths. This paper is concerned with
the problem of automatically updating the configuration
of an optical network in response to changes in traffic
demand, which entails making a reconfiguration policy decision, selecting a new configuration, and migrating from the
current to the new configuration. A technique is proposed
that automatically selects values for parameters inherent in
reconfiguration algorithms and reconfiguration policies, with
the goal of maximizing the long-term performance gain due to
reconfiguration. The effectiveness of the technique is evaluated
in the context of a threshold-based reconfiguration policy. In
the best case, the technique is shown to perform only 4%
worse than a carefully chosen combination of static parameter
values. However, a simple random assignment of parameter
values is shown to perform equally well.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the growing popularity of the Internet
has created unprecedented demand for transport of data.
Optical fibre has emerged as a promising transmission
medium in the struggle to accommodate this demand.
Various technological advances have made it possible to
achieve single-channel data rates of 40 Gb/s, and alloptical transmission distances of thousands of kilometers,
by improving the quality of optical signals. Developments
have also taken place in the area of wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM), which involves the concurrent transmission of optical signals at multiple wavelengths through
a common fibre. WDM systems carrying more than 100
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densely spaced channels at rates of 10 Gb/s are currently
possible, offering aggregate capacities in excess of 1 Tb/s.
The combination of fast electronic interfaces and WDM
technology promises to go a long way toward exploiting
the enormous transmission capacity of optical fibre, which
is theoretically in the range of tens of Tb/s.
Although the transmission of laser light over fibre plays
a key role in today’s high-speed optical networks, a wide
variety of other components is used in order to transmit
and receive data, as well as to condition and split optical
signals. The particular combination of components used determines the characteristics of a network such as its traffic
handling capacity, traffic grooming ability, fault tolerance,
maximum size, and cost. The two most popular such
combinations give rise to the passive broadcast architecture
and the switched optical architecture [1], [2].
The passive broadcast architecture achieves low cost
by avoiding the use of optical amplifiers, repeaters, and
electronic switching equipment. Here segments of fibre are
combined into a shared broadcast medium using passive
optical components such as star couplers. In order to avoid
feedback, the access nodes (e.g. high-end workstations and
routers) and couplers must form an acyclic topology such
as a bus, star, or tree. Consequently, the failure of any
one coupler disconnects the network. Another drawback of
this architecture is that the loss of signal power due to the
splitting of optical signals restricts the network to a small
geographical area.
Passive broadcast optical networks rely on WDM technology in order to allow multiple pairs of nodes to communicate at the same time over the shared medium. In
the interest of reducing cost, each node is equipped with
a small number of opto-electronic receivers and electrooptical transmitters. The simplest such devices are tuned
to a fixed wavelength, and as a result each node can
communicate directly with a particular subset of the other
nodes [2]. Thus, despite there being a broadcast medium, a
logical topology is defined over the network, that depends
on the configuration of electronic devices. This logical

topology can be optimized for a particular pattern of
traffic demand, either during the planning stage or after
deployment, depending on the tuning capabilities of the
hardware [3]. For example, the traffic-weighted average
hop count can be minimized by allowing node pairs with
the greatest traffic demand to communicate directly, and
routing the remaining traffic over multi-hop routes.
A different type of passive broadcast network can be constructed using fast-tunable transmitters and slow-tunable
receivers. In this case, the receiver wavelengths are assigned on a long-term basis as in the multi-hop case, but
the transmitters are tuned for each burst of packets destined
to the same node [4]. This way, full single-hop connectivity
can be established irrespective of the number of available
wavelengths. The assignment of wavelengths to receivers
can still be optimized for a particular traffic demand. That
is to say, groups of receivers sharing the same wavelength
can be chosen so as to balance the expected traffic load
across all the available wavelengths.
The other common optical network architecture, namely
the switched optical network, aims to provide greater capacity and resilience than is possible in broadcast networks.
Consequently, this architecture is popular in metropolitan
and wide area transport networks. The most mature and
popular type of switched optical network is SONET/SDH,
which is based on time division multiplexing (TDM) using
synchronous timing. In typical deployments, a single fibre
pair is used between adjacent nodes, each fibre carrying
traffic in one direction using a single wavelength. Optical
signals are converted entirely into electronic form and then
back to optical form (O-E-O) as they pass through each
node, which is either an add-drop multiplexer or a digital
cross-connect, depending on the level of traffic grooming required. These electronic processing components are
configured to provide bandwidth-guaranteed circuits, e.g.
among attached IP routers. As in the case of the multi-hop
broadcast network, a logical topology arises that can be
optimized to reduce the load on costly high-speed routing
equipment.
Switched optical networks using digital switching equipment can take advantage of WDM technology provided
that the electronic components can accommodate the corresponding increase in aggregate capacity. However, a major
drawback of such deployments is that each wavelength
passing through a node undergoes O-E-O conversion, while
all the traffic entering or leaving the node can typically
be groomed onto a much smaller subset of wavelengths.
Thus, in a WDM scenario, much of the costly high-speed
electronic equipment simply repeats optical signals that
could otherwise be passed through using less costly alloptical components. In order to address this issue, switched
WDM optical networks should not only make use of
digital electronics for aggregation and distribution of low
rate electronic signals, but should also perform switching
at wavelength or waveband granularity using all-optical
versions of the add-drop multiplexer and cross-connect.

This possibility makes logical topology configuration evermore important. At the same time, the topology design
problem becomes more difficult as one must deal with
the constraint of wavelength continuity across switching
components while routing all-optical data paths known as
lightpaths [5].
To summarize, a key characteristic of optical networks
is the ability to optimize their configuration to suit a
particular traffic demand pattern. This optimization has
been studied extensively in the context of network planning and provisioning. However, it can also be considered
in the context of performance management, whereby the
network is reconfigured in response to a changing pattern
of traffic demand. Although some variations, such as daily
or seasonal oscillations in network usage, can affect all
nodes in a nearly uniform manner and can be dealt with
by balancing the load during the initial deployment of
the network, dynamic reconfiguration can be necessary
in other situations. These include the following: changes
to the physical topology; changes to the set of network
customers or to customer activity patterns; and even daily
load variations in transport networks carrying traffic across
multiple time zones, where the oscillations in traffic load
can occur at different phases depending on the direction of
traffic.
The problem of optical network reconfiguration is a challenging one as the reconfiguration process typically entails
the temporary release of network resources, namely optical
transmitters, receivers, and cross-connections, which can
potentially cause loss of data in high-rate aggregated traffic
flows. The decision to reconfigure, the new configuration,
and the configuration migration strategy must all be carefully considered in order for the network to adapt efficiently
and effectively in a varying traffic environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First
we give an overview of relevant literature, organized by
subproblem. Next, we propose a solution to the problem
of automated parameter value selection for reconfiguration
algorithms and reconfiguration policies. Finally, we present
simulation results and conclude with a critical evaluation
and discussion of future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This part of the paper reviews proposed approaches to
the optical network reconfiguration problem. Section II-A
discusses solutions to the subproblems of new configuration
selection and configuration migration. Then, section II-B
examines reconfiguration policies.
A. Reconfiguration Techniques
Reconfiguration techniques can be categorized according
to the nature of the algorithms used. The subproblems of
selecting a new configuration and migrating to that configuration can be solved jointly or separately. Furthermore, the
configuration selection subproblem lends itself to a variety

of solution strategies, ranging from approximately optimal
mathematical formulations to dumb searches.
A direct approach to the reconfiguration problem is characterized by the selection of a new configuration independently of the current configuration. The new configuration
is optimized with respect to the expected traffic pattern,
regardless of the number of configuration changes required
to reach it. Examples of this approach for various optical
network architectures are discussed in [6], [7], [8]. The
optimizations described in these works are approximate
due to the use of simplified mathematical formulations and
heuristics, as the full optimization problems are intractable.
The distance between the old and new configuration (i.e.
the number of configuration changes required during the
configuration migration phase) is used to break ties between
optimal new configurations.
The configuration migration subproblem is solved separately in a direct reconfiguration approach, once the new
configuration has been selected. In single-hop broadcast
networks, this amounts to retuning receivers. Rather than
retuning all affected devices simultaneously, receivers can
be retuned in smaller groups in order to reduce packet
loss [9]. Configuration migration in multi-hop broadcast
networks is more complex as wavelengths are dedicated
to particular logical links, and retuning a single receiver
or transmitter can destroy an entire logical link. However,
the two receivers and two transmitters corresponding to
a pair of links can be retuned in such a way that the
number of logical links is preserved, and consequently
network disruption is reduced. This is known as a branch
exchange operation, and is investigated in [10], where
heuristics are proposed that determine a short sequence of
such operations that transforms the current configuration
to the new configuration. Finally, configuration migration
for switched optical networks is addressed in [11], where
an algorithm is proposed that transforms the configuration
of the network by creating and destroying entire lightpaths.
The order of operations is chosen so that lightpath teardown
is postponed as much as possible in order to minimize
network disruption.
Another category of reconfiguration approaches, subsequently referred to as partial reconfiguration approaches,
is based on the tradeoff between the optimality of the
new configuration and the degree of network disruption
incurred during the migration phase. The general strategy
here is to identify the most loaded logical links and perform
operations that redistribute the load in these links. A simple
example of this in the context of single-hop broadcast
networks is presented in [12], where the wavelength assignment of a receiver tuned to the most loaded wavelength is
swapped with the assignment of a receiver tuned to the least
loaded wavelength. The number of iterations can be varied
to control the extent of reconfiguration. Another example,
applicable to switched optical networks, is investigated in
[13], and is presented here as Algorithm 1 since it is used
in the subsequent simulation study.

Algorithm 1: Heuristic Adaptation Algorithm
Input: old configuration, traffic demand, thresholds WL
and WH
Output: new configuration
1. if at least one pair of nodes with nonzero traffic
demand is disconnected in the logical topology,
attempt to establish a lightpath joining the pair with
the greatest traffic demand
2. else if the load in some lightpath exceeds WH then
attempt to create a lightpath between the endpoints of
the greatest contributing multi-hop traffic flow, or
alternately the endpoints of the lightpath itself
3. else if no lightpath can be added and some lightpath
load is below WL , then delete the least loaded such
lightpath whose deletion does not disconnect two
nodes in the logical topology with nonzero traffic
demand
The novel idea in this algorithm is to maintain free resources in the network by deleting underutilized lightpaths.
A more complicated algorithm for the switched architecture is discussed in [14]. Like Algorithm 1, it attempts
to reduce the traffic-weighted average hop count by establishing lightpaths between the node pairs with the greatest
traffic demand. However, rather than proactively freeing
resources, subsets of existing lightpaths are considered for
deletion only when this is necessary in order to create new
lightpaths. The degree of network disruption is controlled
by limiting the number of node pairs and lightpath subsets
considered, as well as the number of configuration changes
performed. A similar algorithm applicable only to the popular ring topology is presented in [15]. The configuration
migration phase there is carried out using lightpath merge
and split operations, where cross-connections are created or
torn down in nodes on the segment between the particular
high-traffic node pair under consideration.
A third category of reconfiguration approaches is based
on a local search heuristic, whereby a set of neighbouring
configurations is exhaustively explored and the best such
configuration is adopted. Reference [16] discusses such a
technique for switched ring networks, where the configuration neighbourhood is defined as the set of configurations
reachable by a single 3-branch exchange operation. This
operation entails cyclically permuting the destination nodes
of three lightpaths, and is guaranteed to preserve the ring
topology. The number of possible 3-branch exchanges is
cubic in the number of lightpaths in a ring, and determines
the time complexity of this algorithm.
Of all the reconfiguration techniques discussed so far,
partial reconfiguration approaches are the most flexible
in terms of the ability to control the running time and
degree of network disruption through input parameters.
In comparison, direct approaches do not achieve a good
tradeoff between performance and cost. Local search approaches are also among the less flexible, by nature of their

simplicity, and have limited applicability among various
optical network architectures and topologies.
B. Reconfiguration Policies
Reconfiguration policies are concerned with the process of deciding when configuration updates should be
performed. Of those works that do not ignore this important subproblem, most indicate one of three types of
rudimentary approaches. The simplest of all techniques is
to execute the reconfiguration algorithm at regular intervals
of time [12], [16], [17]. In that case, the interval length
must be chosen to reflect the rate of change in the pattern
of traffic with respect to the degree of adaptation achieved
at each execution of the reconfiguration algorithm. Other
approaches take the current traffic demand into consideration. Reconfiguration can be performed at every traffic
change [14], or when an important change is detected, for
example on the basis of load thresholds [13].
More sophisticated policies can be obtained using techniques that take into account long-term effects of policy
decisions rather than merely the immediate reward due to
improvement in some performance metric. For example, a
Markov decision process formulation is proposed in [18]
in the context of a single-hop broadcast WDM network.
Here the state of the network is represented in terms of the
current configuration and traffic pattern, and a traffic model
is assumed such that the Markovian state transition property
is satisfied. The reward of each state is a function of the
degree of load balancing, and the cost of each transition
is based on the number or receiver retunings required. The
policy iteration algorithm can be used to obtain the optimal
policy in this model after applying some approximations
to reduce the size of the state space. A performance
comparison shows that much simpler policies based on
performance metric thresholds sometimes perform just as
well as the optimal policies obtained using the Markovian
model. This is a consequence of the assumptions of the
Markovian formulation and the simplifications used to
solve it.
Another formulation of the reconfiguration policy problem, similar to the Markov decision process formulation,
is presented in [19]. However, rather than precomputing
an optimal policy, the optimal decision in a given state is
computed dynamically using traffic prediction data. Knowing the traffic pattern during a fixed number of future state
transitions makes it possible to evaluate the reward incurred
by all possible combinations of decisions that can be made
during that period of time. The optimal decision can then be
selected on the basis of this approximate long-term reward,
without using the policy iteration algorithm.
Intuitively, sophisticated approaches to the reconfiguration policy problem promise to yield better-performing
policies than primitive approaches, since they attempt to
maximize the expected future reward of policy decisions
rather than merely maximizing the immediate reward.

However, policies in sophisticated approaches are difficult
to optimize without either a rigid mathematical formulation
or knowledge of the future traffic pattern. Threshold-based
policies are attractive on account of their simplicity, but
their performance is dependent on judicious selection of
threshold values.
III. AUTOMATED PARAMETER VALUE S ELECTION
The remainder of the paper discusses a solution to
the problem of automated parameter value selection. We
investigate a general technique that can be used to optimize the values of numerical parameters, such as inputs
to reconfiguration algorithms that control the number of
changes made, or thresholds in reconfiguration policies. For
comparison, two additional techniques are considered that
assign the values of parameters randomly. The effectiveness
of all three techniques is evaluated in the context of the
reconfiguration scheme proposed in [13], where the reconfiguration policy is based on two load threshold parameters.
Subsequent sections describe in detail the parameter value
selection techniques, the simulation environment, and simulation results.
A. Regression-Based Technique
Our approach to selection of parameter values is based
on a mathematical formulation, where a performance metric such as the rate of traffic loss is modelled as a differentiable function of multiple variables, including the parameters under consideration. The optimization technique
applied to this function is based on the steepest descent
method. Specifically, let T denote the objective function to
be minimized and let p1 , p2 , . . . , pn denote the parameters.
The gradient ∇T is computed at time intervals of length
∆t . At the end of each interval the values of the parameters
are updated according to the formula


∂T
pi ←− pi − sign
· ∆pi
∂pi
where ∆pi is a small positive constant.
Because the closed form of T is generally not known, an
approximate form based on a partial power series expansion
is used:
T (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn , •) ≈ c0 + c1 p1 + c2 p2 + . . . + cn pn
Here • represents additional independent variables such as
time. The values of the constants c0 , . . . , cn , and consequently the values of the partial derivatives with respect
to p1 , . . . , pn , can be computed by perturbing p1 , . . . , pn
and measuring the effect on the value of T . Specifically,
this can be performed as follows. Let p01 , . . . , p0n be the
parameter values set at the end of the last time interval of
length ∆t . The parameters are randomly perturbed at N
equally spaced times during the next interval according to
the formula
pi ←− p0i + φ∆pi /2

where φ is chosen uniformly at random to be either +1 or
−1. The value of T is observed over a period of ∆t /N time
units following each perturbation. Thus, N tuples of data of
the form [T, p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ] are collected for each interval
of length ∆t . Applying linear least squares regression to
these data, we obtain the constants c0 , . . . , cn . The gradient
∂T
∇T can then be approximated according to ∂p
≈ ci . The
i
approximation is accurate only if the constants ∆pi are
sufficiently small.
In the context of the reconfiguration scheme proposed
in [13], the two parameters of interest are the high and
low load thresholds that are used as inputs to the Heuristic
Adaptation Algorithm (Algorithm 1). Since the range of
legal values of these parameters is known in advance (i.e.
the interval [0, 1]), updates to parameter values at the
end of each time interval of length ∆t are appropriately
constrained. Similarly, because the two parameters have a
common domain and similar semantics, it is reasonable to
define ∆p1 = ∆p2 = ∆p .
B. Experimental Controls
The following two techniques are used as experimental
controls in the simulation study described below. The first
one, subsequently referred to as the Brownian technique, is
the same as the above technique except that the constants
c0 , . . . , cn are assigned uniformly at random in the interval
[−0.5, 0.5]. This way, the signs of the estimated partial
∂T
are equally likely to be +1 and −1, and
derivatives ∂p
i
the values of the parameters pi exhibit variation analogous
to Brownian motion. This control makes it possible to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed gradient approximation
technique. The second technique, subsequently referred to
as the uniformly random technique, uniformly randomly
assigns the values of the parameters in their respective
domains. This occurs N times in each interval of length ∆t ,
i.e. at the same times as the perturbations in the regressionbased technique. Both controls restrict the values of the
parameters to the domain [0, 1].
C. Simulation Environment
The simulation environment used to produce the results
presented in the next section is based on the one described in [13]. The physical network topology is shown
in Figure 1. The network consists of 16 nodes and 26
bidirectional links. Each node represents a cross-connect
device that performs all-optical switching at wavelength
granularity, as well as an electronic processing engine
equipped with 8 receiver/transmitter pairs. No wavelength
conversion or traffic buffering capability is assumed in the
cross-connect devices. For simplicity, lightpath establishment and teardown are assumed to occur instantaneously.
Each link carries up to 16 wavelengths. Each wavelength
carries a unidirectional optical signal with a data rate of 10
Gb/s. Lightpaths are created over shortest routes, using the
first available wavelength.

Fig. 1.

Physical network topology used during simulation.

The traffic model aims to represent random short-term
variations, as well as regular oscillations due to time of
day, occurring at various phases as in a wide area network
spanning multiple time zones. The directed traffic demand
in Mb/s between each pair of nodes is of the following
form:


sin(2πt + δ)
D(t) = γ · α · β(t) · 1 +
2
Time t is measured in units of days. The constants γ, α,
and δ are set per run of the simulation. The constant γ, in
units of Mb/s, is global and controls the overall magnitude
of the traffic demand matrix. The constant α determines
the relative demand between a particular pair of nodes.
It is randomly set for each node pair with the following
distribution: zero with a probability of 0.4, and uniformly
random on the interval [0.5, 1.5] with a probability of 0.6.
Thus, on average 60% of the node pairs exhibit a nonzero
traffic demand in one run of the simulation. The phase shift
δ is selected uniformly at random for each node pair from
the interval [−0.3, 0.3]. The function β(t) adds a bursty
character to the traffic demands. Its value is randomly
chosen for each node pair at times t = k ·0.05 days, k ∈ Z,
and is determined by linear interpolation at times between.
Each random value is chosen from the interval [1−ρ, 1+ρ],
where ρ is a global constant that determines the overall
degree of burstiness, for example ρ = 0.5. A sample traffic
trace is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Example traffic trace generated using γ = 500 Mb/s and ρ = 0.5.

Fig. 3.

Updates to threshold values over a twenty-day period using the regression-based parameter value selection technique.

D. Simulation Results
The operation of the regression-based parameter value
selection technique is illustrated in Figure 3, which presents
the sequence of values of WL and WH generated over
a twenty-day simulation period. Repeated runs of the
simulation show that the weak stabilization of parameter
values seen in the figure is typical.
Next, the performance of the Heuristic Adaptation Algorithm (Algorithm 1) is evaluated using static combinations
of threshold values in order to establish a performance
baseline for the automatic parameter value selection techniques. Figure 4 presents traffic loss over a ten-day simulation period, using a regular mesh of parameter values.
There are two causes of traffic loss in the simulation: link
congestion and lack of connectivity in the logical topology.
The figure shows that the total traffic loss decreases as
WL increases. This is consistent with the fact that as WL
increases, the amount of spare resources increases, which
facilitates reconfiguration. Similarly, as WH decreases,
spare resources are reallocated more intensively, and performance improves. However, the figure shows that the latter
effect is much weaker, and that the change in traffic loss
is not always monotonic. The figure also suggests that the
region does not have any pronounced local minima that
might interfere with the steepest descent search. The search
is expected to eventually settle in the rightmost region
of the figure and achieve a long-term rate of traffic loss
between 8.0 and 8.4 Tb / 10 days.
Finally, Figure 5 presents a performance comparison
of static threshold value combinations and automatic parameter value selection techniques. The leftmost two bars
represent static thresholds. The minimum and maximum
traffic loss values observed in Figure 4 are shown, the

Fig. 4. Performance of Heuristic Adaptation Algorithm (Algorithm 1)
using various combinations of static threshold values.

Fig. 5.

Traffic loss per ten-day period incurred using fixed thresholds, the regression-based technique, as well as the randomized control techniques.

maximum being 33% greater than the minimum. The next
two bars show the performance of the regression-based
parameter value selection technique, using the initial values
WL = 0.05 and WH = 0.95. Over a ten-day period
the performance is 32% worse than the minimum from
Figure 4. However, amortized traffic loss over a 100-day
period is only 15% worse. This suggests that in the long
run the technique does improve performance by selecting
better parameter values. Similar behaviour occurs using
initial values WL = 0.45 and WH = 0.55. Amortized
traffic loss over a 100-day period is only 4% greater than
the minimum from Figure 4. At 8.4 Tb / 10 days, the traffic
loss is as predicted above.
Looking at the experimental controls, the Brownian technique performs as well as the regression-based technique
over a ten-day period. Using initial values WL = 0.45
and WH = 0.55, the traffic loss is 13% greater than the
minimum from Figure 4. The uniformly random technique
performs best of all the automated techniques over a tenday period, achieving traffic loss only 3% worse than the
minimum from Figure 4.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The results presented in Figure 5 demonstrate that the
regression-based parameter value selection technique does
work over time scales of tens of ∆t . This is seen by
considering performance levels relative to the minimum
and maximum values exhibited in Figure 4, and relative to
the Brownian technique. In the best case, the level of traffic
loss is 4% greater than the minimum value from Figure 4,
and is close to the level expected based on the features
of the objective function shown in that figure. Because
amortized performance is seen to improve as the length
of the simulation period increases, it may be possible to
achieve even better performance over longer time scales.

Interestingly, the very simple uniformly random technique
performs as well as the regression-based technique in the
best case. A possible explanation for this unexpected outcome is that in order to achieve optimal performance levels,
it suffices to use optimal parameter values on occasion, as
opposed to in the long term. The uniformly random scheme
certainly does this by design, albeit blindly.
In terms of automation, the proposed regression-based
technique can potentially simplify the task of performance
management by selecting appropriate values for relevant
parameters, but at the same time it introduces parameters
of its own, namely ∆t , ∆p , and N . However, there are two
benefits to using the technique. First, the number of free
parameters (i.e. those that must be set by hand) is fixed at
three, which in some scenarios is a reduction. Second, the
remaining free parameters have simple semantics that are
independent of the original parameters under consideration.
For example, ∆t = 1 day was used in this study since it
coincides with the period of the traffic demand functions,
and is the shortest observation period during which the
level of traffic loss is not dependent on the starting time
of the period. During experimentation, larger values of ∆t
appeared to provide little benefit, while smaller values gave
rise to weaker stabilization of the parameter values with
increasing time.
The regression-based technique is general in the sense
that it makes few assumptions concerning the objective
function and its parameters. Specifically, it only requires the
objective function T to resemble a differentiable function
in the region over which the parameter values are selected.
However, achieving near-optimal performance is dependent
on the shape of the objective function, presence of local
extrema in particular, and on the choice of values for
the parameters ∆t , ∆p , and N . In the simulation study
presented above, a good level of performance was achieved,

but only over a long simulation period. Thus, another
drawback of the regression-based technique is potentially
slow convergence. This drawback does not apply to the
uniformly random technique.
Further analysis is needed in order to evaluate the
behaviour of the proposed regression-based technique with
respect to the variables ∆t , ∆p , and N , the traffic model
parameters α, γ, and ρ, and the physical network configuration including the presence of wavelength conversion. A
more sophisticated reconfiguration cost model should also
be examined, where a finite period of time is needed to
establish and tear down cross-connections, during which
traffic must be buffered. Also, additional application scenarios must be considered, for example optimizing the
values of the parameters used in the heuristic proposed in
[14], in order to evaluate the applicability of the technique.
Objective functions other than traffic loss can be studied,
for example maximum link load or buffer occupancy.
Finally, further investigation is required in order to account
for the surprisingly good performance of the uniformly
random technique.
Several improvements can be made to the regressionbased technique in an attempt to improve its performance.
In order to speed up initial convergence, a systematic search
phase can be added that considers various parameter value
combinations, for example over a regular mesh in the
parameter space, as in Figure 4. Another modification is
to vary the magnitude of the perturbations to the values of
the parameters, which would help to deal with the presence
of local extrema. Parameter value updates occurring at time
intervals of length ∆t can also be enhanced by applying
a statistical test to the regression coefficients in order to
determine whether their sign is statistically significant. This
information could be used to produce more intelligent
parameter value update decisions. Finally, greater use of
historical data can be made in the approximation of the
gradient, which currently only uses measurements from the
last interval of length ∆t .
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